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The Controller of Site Safety with Overhead Line Permit/Conductor Rail Permit Six Day
Sentinel Certification course is intended for individuals needing to act as a COSS. This
course also covers PTS and DCCR re-certification. OLP and CRP initial training is also
offered on this course,. The individual will be over the age of 18, and be required to
protect a group working near or on the line. They will have been selected by their
employer based on documented processes showing the individual’s aptitude, and their
prior experience.

Course Content
The course runs across six working days, with the breakdown as follows: PTS and DCCR
recertification over one day; COSS initial training over four days; OLP initial training over
half a day; CRP initial training over half a day. By the end of the course, the individual will
be able to correctly interpret relevant parts of the rule book and relevant Railway Group
Standards whilst acting as a Controller of Site Safety. They will also demonstrate their
ability and understanding of setting up a Safe System of Work before any group of staff
are allowed to go near or on the line.

Re-certification
Re-certification is available for this course, and can vary in content. Please contact
Developing U directly to ensure the individual is placed on the best re-certification course
for them.

Sentinel Scheme
The Sentinel system is a scheme from Network Rail that ensures all individuals that work
in the railway industry are competent in their job role, and are medically fit to do so. Only
approved training providers can deliver this training, with learners being subject to specific
criteria they need to fit before being eligible to take part. This will be provided when
making a booking, and we will encourage you to thoroughly check the learner meets this
criteria before proceeding with the booking.

Developing U
If you are interested in this course, please contact Developing U directly to discuss pricing
and course arrangements, as this is offered as an on-demand service.

Developing U
12 James Way
Bletchley
Milton Keynes
MK1 1SU
Tel 01908 366258
info@devu.co.uk
www.developingu.org.uk

For further information about the short courses we offer call
our team on 01908 366258 or email info@devu.co.uk

